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:U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-461/83-22(DPRP)
,

~ Docket No. 50-461
~

License No. CPPR-137

.- . Licensee: -Illinois; Power Company
'

-. ' 500 South 27th Street
- Decatur', IL' 62626-

-

Facility.Name: Clinton Power Station, Unit 1

' Inspection At: Clinton Site, Clinton, IL:

/!2d['

Inspectors: iv rmo. .

. Senior Resident, Construction Date '

dN -

' F. II. Chhistianson //24/8
Senior Resident, Operations Ddte /-

,hi[f /!14 9YApproved Byy D. a.

Reactor' Projects Section IB Dath '

Inspection Summary

.
Inspection on November 16, 1983 through Januar'; 15, 1984 (Report

No.50-461/83-22(DPRP))
; Areas-Inspected: Routine safety inspection-by the resident inspectors of
construction activities' including. material,laydown and ste, rage' areas, program
control; licensee action on previous inspection findings,. welding, Startup,
'HVAC,;Iavestigations, and stop work recovery activities. The inspection,

_

.

involved a total of 429 inspector-hours ensite by two NRC inspectors,' including'

,

91:iaspector-hours-onsite during off-shifts.
Results: Three-items of. noncompliance were identified.
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DETAILS

11. , Persons Contacted:

' Illinois Power Company (IP)

~

~ *W. Gerstner,' Executive ~ Vice . President
*W. Connell, Manager,- QA
J. Sprague,-QA: Specialist

*R. Campbell; Supervisor; Programs =and Procedures
- 2 D.;Korneman, Manager, HVAC

G.: Bell, Supervisor,-Surveillances
*D.' Hall,1Vice Presidenti,

*J.1MacKinnon, Project. Manager
*J. Loomis, Construction _ Manager-.

*J. Green, Assistant Plant. Manager
- *W. Anderson,- Assistant Project Manager, QA

Baldwin Associates (BA)

*W. Harrington, . Project Manager and Vice President
G. Chapman,-Manager, Technical Services-

P. Bryant, Assistant Manager,. Quality and Technical Services
C. Anderson, Manager, Quality Assurance

-D. Selva, QA Supervisor
A. Kennedy, Manager, Quality Control
A. King, Jr. , Assistant Project Manager

'*L. Osborne, Manager, Quality and Technical Services

* Denotes those attending at least one exit meeting.

2 .- Action on Previous Inspection Findings

'(Closed) Noncompliance 461/78-05-14i .a.

. The noncompliance stated that a cadweld sleeve-and rebar end
gap was not in compliance with_ requirements. The Licensee's
response indicated that;the deficiency was an isolated example
and'the' condition corrected. Ongoing surveillances since

-1978-have. indicated that proper system controls have been in
place and effective. Corrective action was satisfactory.

'

b. (Closed) Unresolved Item 461/79-11-02

The item concerned specific relays and equipment that might<

possibly be~ installed in Clinton equipment. Specific IE
Bulletins and Circulars,also addressed'this same equipment.

, , .
.The_ Bulletins and Circulars were answered by Illinois Power
satisfactorily'and recorded in IE Reports- 461/80-11, 79-05,
and 82-07. . Corrective action was satisfactory.
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c. (Closed) Open Item 461/81-30-01

Licensee agreed to review summary of recent preoperational
test problems encountered at other plants and ensure
administrative controls in place to minimize occurrence
of_similar problems.

The inspector reviewed the licensee response to the 26 specific
test program deficiencies encountered at other plants. Each item
was assessed by the inspector as to the adequacy of the IP
programs in preventing occurrence at CPS. In all cases, sections
of the program adequately addressed each problem.

d. (Closed) Open Item 461/81-30-02

Startup manual (SUM) indicated preop tests may be started or
completed after' fuel-load. (Conflicts with FSAR intent). Licensee
to provide list of preops to be done after fuel load.

The FSAR, Section 14.2.1.*, states " Systems and Components which can
not be checked out fully during the Preoperational phase are tested
during the.Startup Phase."-

The inspector reviewed the licensee response to the open item,
documented in a letter to NRC Division of Engineering and Technical
Inspection (C. E. Norelius) from IP, Manager, Clinton Power Station
(T. F.-Plunkett)-dated February 26, 1982. Review of the item indi-
cates that a portion of three systems will be tested in the preopera-
tional test program. The three tests cannot be completed until after
fuel load and significant heat loads are applied to the systems.
Continuation of the tests is addressed in the startup testing program.

e. (Closed) Open Item 461/81-30-03

Licensee agreed to review inspector's comments against the SUM and
make appropriate changes.

The comments listed below have been addressed by IP and appropriate
changes made to the Startup Manual.

(1) Delete SUM chapter 5, page 5-8, paragraph 5.2.3, Control of
Noncompliances to the Startup Manual Prior to its Effective Date.

.(2) Revise ' SUM to provide for historical file of the original and
subsequent revisions of the SUM. This item is being done as a
matter of course to satisfy 10 CFR 50 Appendix B Criterion V.

(3) Revise SUM chapter 5, page 5.25 and 5.29 to clarify the term
" designee" as to how selected, that is, verbal or in writing.

3
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-(4) . Revise SUM chapter 5, page 5-32, paragraph 5.4.43 to require
the documentation, for Preoperational and Startup Test, of out
of sequence test step performance and subsequent evaluation.

(5) SUM chapter 5, page 5-35, NRC recommends use of " Narrative'

Log" by the Test Supervisor for all tests. (5.4.4.3.8)

(6) uSUM' chapter 5, page 5-36, Revise cover sheet of Preoperational
and Acceptance Tests to provide a space for Shift Supervisor's
approval. (Startup Administrative Instruction 3 Rev. 11)

- (7) 2 SUM chapter 5, page 5-49, paragraph 5.7.2, delete the words:

"not a QC document" and indicate that the official turnover
. package is being kept in the document records center..g v

'

(8) . Revise SUM chapter 5, page 5-56, paragraph 5.8.4 to state that
: retest results receive the same evaluation as the original
tests.

(9) SUM chapter 7, page 7-11, paragraph 7.4.2.4 indicates
that unapproved operating procedures or portions'thereof
could be used to satisfy sequence steps in Preoperational
or Startup Tests. Startup intends to use only approved
operating procedures and therefore will evaluate and
take action relative to this paragraph in the SUM.

(10) Delete' SUM chapter 8, page 8-6, paragraph 8.3.3.1 (2nd part)
~

which indicates Preoperational Tests can be revised prior to
revising the FSAR.

.

(11) Revise SUM to provide criteria for interrupting tests.
(5.4.4.3.11)

(12) Revise SUM to document the method and responsibility for
. appointing key personnel within the test program. (4.2.1)

f. (Closed) Open Item 461/81-30-04'

Licensee's procedure on temporary modifications did not contain'

provisions for independent verification (ANSI 18.7, Section 5.2.6).

The inspector reviewed Startup Administrative Procedure (SAP)
Section 8,.6.3.10. which states in'part "the Test Director
shall independently verify through' personal observation the
proper removal of the alteration and restoration of equipment<

,

:to normal."

i
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g. (Closed) Open' Item 461/81-30-05

| Licensee's-procedure does not require recheck of calibrated equip-
ment if a' piece of measuring and test equipment (M&TE) is lost or
damaged.

Procedure QAP 1512.01S, "Ca'libration and Control of Measuring and
[ ' Test Equipment", was revised.: -Equipment tested or recalibrated by
i the M&TE since its last calibration shall be considered out of

calibration and rechecks performed.

_
h. (Closed) Open Item.461/81-30-06

' Licensee ~ agreed to change calibration procedure to not allow
reissue of an equipment identification number.

Procedure QAP 1512.01S." Calibration and Control of-Measuring and
Test Equipment"~was' revised and the lost''or' damaged equipment number
will:not be reissued.

.

1. (Closed) Open' Item 461/81-30-07

' Licensee does not meet'the. intent of ANSI Standard concerning
validity of previous tests performed using a piece of M&TE when it
is found out of calibration.

Procedure QAP 1512.01S " Calibration and Control of Measuring-and
. Test Equipment" was revised to require evaluation and documentation
to validate component calibration of previously calibrated components.

' :j. (Closed) Open Item 461/81-30-08
,

: Licensee's' radiation and chemical-M&TE program is not fully
implemented and needs changes similar to 81-30-05, -06,~and -07.

. Procedure QAP 1912.01S " Calibration and Control of RadChem Measuring
and Test Equipment", was -revised and incorporated similar wording ase
addressed in 81-30-05, -06, and -07.,

.No items of noncompliance or deviations were noted.
+

( . . . .

4. IE Circulars, Bulletins'and Open Items

O' Reviews were made of the NRC Region III computer listings of complete and
. .open' sort. listings. . Reviews were performed of all inspection reports to
. verify'the open/ closed ^ status. Numerous corre:tions were submitted for a-
' computer listing-update to reflect the' actual' status of the items. IP

~

-status lists were also reviewed ~and corrected for agreement with

; Region.III status lists.
~
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5. Functional or Program Areas Inspected

a. Site Surveillance Tours

At periodic' intervals during the report period, surveillance
of site-areas were performed. The surveillances were-intended
to. assess: cleanliness of the site; storage and-maintenance
conditions of equipment and material being used in site con-
struction; potential for fire or other hazards which might have
a deleterious effect on personnel or equipment; and to witness
construction activities in progress.

No items of noncompliance.or deviation were identified.

b. - Program Control

~

'At periodic intervals , the resident inspectors reviewed non-
conformance reports (NCRs),'S&L Specification Revisions, BA
. Audit Reports, Construction Procedure Revision, IP Quality
Procedure Revisions, Trend Analysis, IP Surveillance Reports,
Audits, and plant problems identified by Corrective Action

' Requests-(CARS) and other means of identifying problems.
- Numerous informal comments were discussed with IP and BA.
The resident inspectors attended several status'and/or. problem
discussion meetings with IP and BA.:

The resident inspector reviewed and' approved several individual
HVAC Stop. Work Order (SWO); exceptions as allowed by NRC
' Confirmatory Action-Letters.

No' items of noncompliance 'or deviation were identified.

c. _ Welding Activities

During the reporting period, -the resident inspector observed
- general welding activities associated with electrical hangers
and structural attachments in the Auxillary and Containment
Buildings :For the welding examined,~one or more of the following

.

activities'was observed. ' Protection of nearby electrical cable was
satisfactory. ' Electrode' control and handling was satisfactory. The
welding' areas were free of contaminants. The welders were certified
. for theithickness and the process specified. . Technique and weld

'

results were' satisfactory.

- No items of noncompliance or deviation were identified.
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d. Potential Problem Identification

The following item was forwarded to the licensee for information
and." follow-through" action. The item consists of a generic*

.

; -problem obtained by- the' NRC from another power reactor, WNP-2.
The resident inspector explained that the information may
identify a potential problem of a similar nature at Clinton
Power Station (CPS). The item is for information and requires no
reply.

GE Bulletin'No. 721-PSM-152.1 requested-licensees to replace all
GE-type HFA auxiliary relays with Century type HFA relays which
had been qualified to' seismic requirements. After installation

: '' of 261' relays at WNP-2, it was discovered that two inter-assembly
screws which connect the mounting plate to the magnetic core and

,

coil were loose". This may be the cause of the excessive hum and
. vibrations which occurred after energizing the replaced relays at
lMfP-2. :(Re: NRC letter dated November 22, 1983 - Problems with,

Century type HFA relays.)

e. Concrete Wedge Anchor Installation

An. anonymous allegation was received that pipe hanger anchor
bolts were incorrectly installed at a specific location in the
Auxiliary Building. Th2 allegation proved to be correct. An
anchor plate for RCIC pipe hanger IRIO6008R had'not been installed ini

accordance with procedure 'IUUP 2.16. The tuchc plate in question
was approximately 1Lsq. ft. in size fastened to the building floor
with four 1/2" dia. HILTI concrete wedge anchors, and assaciated
washers and nuts. The plate-was part of a vertical support for a
'6" (horizontal) safety related' pipe. Removing the nuts and washers
disclosed that one wedge anchor stud had been tack welded to the

: anchor plate. The weld was ground down to facilitate washer
installation. The weld was hidden from view by reinstalling the
washer and nut. The record showed that on December 28, 1981, the
subject. anchor (WW) had failed its QC inspection torque tests
of 45_ft. lbs. Welding the anchor stud to the plate was. evidently'

accomplished rather thanEinstalling a new anchor. The torque test
.

' was -satisfactorily performed -by QC later the same day. Procedure
BAP 2.16 para. 5.3.1h states that anchor bolts shall not be
welded.

'

The plate was removed. Pieces of wire (approximately 1/16" x 3")
. protruded from the. holes of three wedge. anchors. Procedure BAP 2.16
para. 5.3.2d requires anchor holes to be clean and free of all foreign
substances prior to; wedge anchor installation. Further inspection-

indicated that the top area of the holes around two of the anchor-
bolts had been chipped out larger than the specified 1/2"' diameter.
The concrete in this area had not been repaired as required by
Procedure BAP 2.16 para. 5.3.2h. Further inspection of the surface,

. . .
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area around the four bolts disclosed thirteen extra lermpty bolt holes
that had been cosmetically covered _over with a thin layer of concrete

'

grouti Procedure BAP 2.16 para. 5.3.2h requires that abandoned bolt
,,

'

holes be' completely filled, packed, and cured with grout. Procedure
BAP 2.16 also requires-specific hole spacing for expansion anchor
holes. Many' abandoned holes violated the minimum spacing requirement.

.No nonconformance reports (NCR) had been written.

'In summation, the following nonconforming conditions were identified:
.

(1) -anchor bolt tack welded to plate

-(2) wire inserted in anchor bolt holes

(3) anchor _ bolt holes-improperly patched

(4) anchor bolt holes violate minimum spacing requirements.

This is considered in noncompliance with:10 CFR 50 App. B Criterion IX
which states that "special processes shall be~ accomplished by quali-
'fied personnel using qualified procedures in accordance with appli-
cable codes, standards, specifications, criteria and other special
requirements." (461/83-22-01).

Information gained subsequent to the inspection indicates that
46 support plates and associated wedge anchors installed by the same
crew were examined. Results of the examination are as follows:

30 installations did not bave nonconforming conditions.

Six bolts were welded on four plates.-

Damage to one anchor bolt thread causing a break.
~

*

Abandoned holes not grouted or improperly grouted under-

four plates.

Bent anchor bolts-on one_ plate.-

* ' fBolts wrapped with wire under'two plates.

_ Bolt spacing, torque value, and'embedment depth incorrect on-

-four plates,
t

A review of'the' findings is being performed by Illinois Power. The
. administrative order halting work was lifted after measures to
prevent. recurrence were implemented. A plan is being prepared to
review and. inspect work-performed by other crews and different
disciplines.

~
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f. Containment Dome Liner

L(1) Two' cracks in the containment liner dome R2-R3 horizontal
weld seam were identified and documented to licensee and
constructor management on August 2 and 12, 1983. The
cracks-were documented two months later on NCRs 11816 and
11817 on October 11,'1983. As of November 30, 1983, the
Licensee had not reported the construction deficiency (cracks)
to the NRC under the 24 hour, 30 day rule specified in
10 CFR 50 paragraph ~50.55(e). It should be noted that the
-licensee performed a preliminary evaluation for 50.55(e)
reportability on a series of other weld discontinuities on the
R2-R3 liner seam identified by meno~on July 20, 1983. The
evaluation concluded that the situation was not reportable.
When the cracks-were identified in August the constructor and
licensee did not pursue or address the matter of 50.55(e)
reportability. Under the definitions of 50.55(e) reportability,
the cracks are considered significant deficiencies as they
pertain to operational safety and could adversely affect the
safety of. operations. The liner is a containment pressure
boundary. It is one of the components that prevent spread
.of accidental radiological contamination to the public.
Failure to report the containment liner construction

deficiencies (cracks) to the NRC is considered
-in noncompliance with'the requirements of 10 CFR 50
paragraph 50.55(e). (461/83-22-02)

(2) On. July-20, 1983, a BA Technical-Services Inspection Report and
a letter from BA QC to' Quality Assurance Management, identified
numerous weld deficiencies in the containment liner R2-R3
horizontal weld seam. LThe weld deficiencies were overlap,.
porosity,. slag, arc strikes,. wide passes, undercut, unacceptable
. profile, and downhill welding. Installation problems such as
- dimensional tolerance, edge offset, and poor fit-up were also
identified,-as were excessive. base metal grinding and pitting.
One item identified was the apparent application of chewing gum
over a pocket of porosity in the liner weld seam. The BA
Technical Services inspector stated that the gum appeared to
be sculptured into the area and.was covered with paint that
partially concealed the gum.

.In August 1983 BA quality documented a plan to reinspect the

.R2-R3 containment liner weld seam. Numerous memos about the
subject'were written between August and October 1983. The final
result from the licensee was to only perform a magnetic particle
inspection.

1
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The reinspection did not. address visual weld defects, the
dimensional 1 tolerance problems, or the application of chewing
gum to cover a_ weld defect.

BA Project Procedure 1.0 states that a nonconformancM is a'

deficiency-_in characteristic that renders the quality of an
item indeterminate. The procedure also states that an NCR is
the means provided to document, identify, and. resolve items of
- indeterminate quality. As of November 21, 1983, neither the
licensee or constructor had issued any NCRs on the containment
- liner seem weld defects, the out of tolerance dimensions, and

P ' the' masking of a weld defect with chewing gum. Failure to
take adequate and prompt corrective action is considered to be:

in. noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI
(461/83-22-03).'

.

6. .Meetinas, Site Visits and Items of Interest

a .- A meeting was held with corporate officers and staff of IP
and NRC Region:III Director and. staff at CPS. The purpose of the
meeting wasLto discuss the status of construction and key elements
of.the site improvement program. Details are provided in Inspection
Report 50-461/83-21.

b .' .The BA Project Manager, Mr.,W. Harrington, was re-assigned to_the
Corporate Office in Schaumburg, Illinois; Clinton site project

7 manager duties have been assumed by A. King, Jr. G. Porter has been
re-assigned from General Superintendent'to Assistant Project Manager
and E.:Rosol has been promoted from Piping Superintendent to Deputy
Project Manager.

'c. ton December 7,1983, a meeting was held on site with A. Samelson,
Assistant State Attorney General; C._ Fox, IF Attorney; D. Ennen, IP

~

Quality Assurance; R.LNubbard, MHB Technical Associates; R. Goddard,
NRC Counsel; and both resident inspectors. The purpose of the meeting
was7to discuss past site quality assurance history, and the

.

' functional duties of the. site resident inspectors.

*

Ld. _On December 6 and 7, 1983, D. Goddard, NRC Counsel and R. Kendall,
,

NRR Instrument ~&> Control System Branch were on site. They met with-;
'

'

representatives of' the IP relative'to a control room hearing
-h contantion.
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'7. Stop Work Chronology

A summation of past Stop Work and Recovery Program events are listed in
NRC Reports 50-461/82-05, -08, -14, -24, 83-04, -05, -09, -13, and -20.
For'this general reporting period the following events have taken place:

a. On December 15, 1983, IP formally requested the NRC to review
IP's recovery actions and concur in the lifting of stop work orders
on NVAC installation,

b. On December 22, 1983, NRC concurred in a request by IP to lift the
three HVAC stop work orders still in effect at CPS. A detailed

' inspection was performed by NRC and is recorded in Report
50-461/83-24. There are no stop work orders presently in effect
at CPS.

8.- . Exit Meetinas

The inspectors met with IP representatives (noted in Paragraph 1)
throughout the inspection period and on December 9,1983, and summarized
the scope and findings of inspections performed.

.The inspectors attended one or more of the following NRC regional
inspector exit meetings

R. Love and P. Eng on December 15, 1983
'W. Key on December 20, 1983'
D. Hayes and F. Jablonski'on January 11, 1984

,
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